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Part Standardization:
The Latest New
Feature in BOM
Intelligence
Benefits of Part
Standardization include:
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Part Standardization in BOM Intelligence provides the
workflows necessary to allow users to reduce material
overhead costs and improve manufacturing flexibility
by promoting the use of common, cost-effective,
reliable and available components in products/designs.
Part Standardization in BOM Intelligence allows users to select
and analyze Bills of Materials (BOMs) loaded by users within
their account, and quickly identify parts that overlap.
Standardization quickly identifies manufacturer parts that are
associated with multiple BOMs, and with multiple internal part
numbers (IPNs) for the same manufacturer part. Once an
analysis has been run, you can use the results to quickly identify
form, fit, and function (FFF) alternates, allowing users to identify
potential savings and standardizing on parts that align with
business and manufacturing requirements.
Part Standardization provides easy-to-use workflows, integrated
into the BOM Intelligence bill of materials analysis solution. A
Part Standardization View can be quickly created, simply by
selecting one or more BOMs and selecting the Add BOM(s) to
Part Standardization menu option, from the BOM Vault, BOM
Tree or BOM Tree Parts views.
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Once BOMs have been selected, users can choose to create a
new view or add BOMs to an existing view. Each Part
Standardization View can contain up to 500,000 parts, and there
is no limit to the number of Views that can be created.

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com/parts

Once a view has been created and populated with bills of materials to be analyzed, it can be processed,
to locate all the common parts found across the selected BOMs. A summary of the parts located in all
the selected BOMs is presented in a standard datagrid, providing sorting and filtering capabilities.
Hyperlinks in the datagrid provide quick access to additional information, such as part and manufacturer
details. Views include the number of BOMs in which a part can be found, as well as the number of
internal part numbers used to identify a part within your organization. Additional information presented
includes average and best price per part, average and best lead time, and the number of active FFF
replacement parts.
Identifying opportunities to standardize, reduce costs and lead times

Quickly identify where the same manufacturer part is referenced by multiple IPNs

Part Standardization Views can be created and maintained by users with Group Admin rights;
however, all regular users can access Part Standardization views.

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com/parts
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